Post Cap options include Ball or Flat (not shown)

1/2" Stabilizer bars (3) per 6' section (4) per 8' section

American Top Rail profile

2.50

72.00 or 96.00 between Posts

1/8" 7x7 Stainless Steel T-316 aircraft type cable, right hand lay

36.00 or 42.00

38.00 or 44.00

Top Rail Height Options

Posts with Plate sizes:
- 2 1/2" square
- 3 1/4" square
- 4" square
(all sizes can be chosen at either the 38" or 44" height)

Post Trim options cover mounting hardware from view (not shown)

1/2'' Stabilizer bars (3) per 6' section (4) per 8' section

Contact Key-Link Rep. for further info @ 888-704-7130